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Thank you for visiting Brightworks Dentistry, where our mission is to provide you with personalized, high-quality dental care. Our team is dedicated to improving and maintaining your oral health. Our practice provides preventative care, cosmetic, sedation, and restorative dentistry.

Our team has the professional experience to realize that there is no such thing as one-size-fits-all treatment, so we always customize our approach when it comes to your dental plan. Visit us to see what makes Brightworks different. You will see how we can make you BE BRILLIANT.
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Say Hello

Your Name
Your E-mail
Your Phone
Your Message
I understand, accept, and agree that this form should not be used to send private health information as it is not transferred via secure messaging. All warranties and conditions with regard to the privacy and confidentiality of information being sent are disclaimed.Please Check Terms and condition



SubmitPlease fill all the fields.






Great!
Your contact details have been successfully received.
Done






Something went wrong
Close





Welcome to Brightworks Dentistry
Welcome to a world where dental excellence meets brilliance. Your smile matters, and we are here to make it shine brilliantly.
Experience unparalleled dental care that goes beyond the ordinary!


If you are new to Dunwoody and want to know more about this beautiful city in Georgia, have a look at the Dunwoody Community Guide.















Learn More About Our Smile Makeovers
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No Dental Insurance?
No Problem!
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Dear patients and community members,
At Brightworks Dentistry, we highly value your health and safety. We have begun seeing all cases at our practice again. We are also currently monitoring any updates made by the CDC and local government to make sure we stay in line with all health regulations for the safety of our patients and our staff as well. To help keep up with the current situation, we have also upgraded the office with some new gadgets that will help ensure your visit is as safe as possible.
Steps we are taking for your safety:
	Isolite Aerosol protection
	VacStation AEGIS
	Synexis Blade
	The EnviroShield disinfecting system

If you have any questions about this message, feel free to call us at (770) 458-3600 or email at Info@Brightworksdentistry.Com.
With regards,
Brightworks Dentistry Team


Isolite Aerosol Protection VacStation AEGIS Synexis Blade EnviroShield Disinfecting System
Close
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What our patients are saying...
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I had a great experience at this office! It was the most comprehensive exam I’ve had plus Bina (my hygienist) explained everything every step of the way. The office was clean and they are taking precautions to minimize chances for Covid-19 exposure. Dr Patel was very personable and offered answers to all of my questions. Definitely will go back!
    Katie D.Oct 2020
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Today was my first visit and it was great. The staff is super nice and Molly and Dr. Patel are great at there jobs. Hopefully with their guidance I can keep my teeth healthy and my smile bright!
    Peter W.Sept 2020
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This is a very good dental office. Very professional Staff. Clean office. I'm impressed. Feels like in Europe
    Azat H.Sep 2020
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oh my gosh! This literally is the best dentist office in life!!!! I have never gotten such an amazing birthday wish ever and NEVER from my dentist! call me y'all I keep forgetting to call and it's time for my check up!!! Thank you so much and people get some personalized love from your dentist! come to Brightworks!!
    Danielle J.Sep 2020
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This is the second time I have reached out to Brightworks Dentistry in Dunwoody, and specifically Dr. Patel, on a weekend, and as before, it was a positive experience. She is so kind and responsive! This is a great practice that puts exceptional patient care at the forefront, even at 9 am on Saturday morning. The staff are all so kind and helpful. I highly recommend this practice!
    JT O.Sep 2020
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Very professional staff. They have protective procedures in place for safety and I really appreciate that. Everyone is welcoming and courteous and made it effortless in scheduling my future appointments.
    Perry R.Sep 2020
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This office is fantastic all around. We've had three dentists since moving to Atlanta, but we've finally found our dentist for life. Dr. Robbins and her team are caring, honest, and professional, and their preparedness for COVID-19 is the best I've seen in any healthcare setting.
    Adam F.Sep 2020
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I have been going to Brightworks Dentistry for a little over than 2 years. I really enjoy going there to have my teeth cleaned and maintained regularly. Susan is very nice, and the staff is wonderful. The dentists are very professional and made me feel at ease every time I visit. Great practice!
    Yousef.Aug 2020
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I have been going to this office for years. The dentists have changed over the years, but the entire staff’s care, expertise, and friendliness remain top notch. Every step of my procedure was explained thoroughly. I am especially impressed with their extensive safety protocols for Covid-19. I highly recommend Brightworks.
    Laura M.Jul 2020
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Thank you for adding the new COVID protocols. Your business has implemented the most comprehensive measures of any place I know. Also, I met Molly today, and I appreciate her deft and gentle cleaning technique. A fine addition to the practice!
    Stephen H.Jul 2020
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Very efficient and very safe environment. Thanks for great service.
    Mernie H.Jul 2020
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I have been using this dental office, be it under different ownership now for 30 years. Today May 2020 Brightworks Dental took many precautions to make this office visit very safe. If you are in the Chamblee , Dunwoody or Sandy Springs Georgia area check them out
    Eric K.Jun 2020
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Featured Procedures
We offer wide range of services to suit every dental need you may have, from general treatments to cosmetic.
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Dental Implants
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Root Canals
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Family Dentistry
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Sealants
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Extractions
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Dermal Fillers
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Invisalign
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Teeth Whitening
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Cosmetic Bonding



See all offered procedures[image: arrow]







1858 Independence Square Suite A
Dunwoody, GA, 30338
Brightworks Dentistry
1858 Independence Square Suite A
Email: info@brightworksdentistry.com
Tel: (770) 458-3600
MON - THU : 7:30 am - 3:30 pm
FRI - SUN : Closed
Appointment Request
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Request An Appointment







Select a DayMon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

Please Select Day


Select a TimeMorning
Afternoon
Evening
	New Patient?
	 


Please Select Time



Please fill all the fields.

Request An Appointment











Great!
Thank you for Submitting your request. Our Office will get back to you.
Done




Something went wrong
Done





Great!

Done





